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Paksadharmata
is not tl.e necessary condition of a valid hetu. In
an inference of a precedent cause from the effect an object
pertaining to the past is inferred, but there is no pakladharmatii
as in the case of an inference of the cloud from the rains. Similarly when we infer a future object from the present object, as
rise of sakata from rise of krttika or one present object from
another present object as moon in the sky from the image of
moon in the water, paksadharmatii is not a necessary condition.
It would thus be seen that this attitude of the Jainas
could allow them to add a new category of hetu oiz., hetu,
which precedes or succeeds.
(iii) In his times Akalahka appears to have been impressed
by the objection of the Buddhists that the precedent cause
mayor may not give birth to the effects because he says that
only simultaneous cause implies simultaneous effects. But the
later Jaina logicians improved upon the position by insisting
that even the precedent cause implied the effect, as is clear
from the illustration given by rflsovijaya88
(18th Ceru.) who
says that rains are inferred
from a particular
type of
temperature of' clouds.
ThUS after having brought to light the contributions of
the Jaina logicians regarding
the classification of hetu, we
would also like to give a few suggestions of our own;
(l) As already pointed out we agree that precedent cause
can also lead to the inference of succeeding effect provided
that it is katana and not merely Karana, The illustration given
by Tasooijaya of inference of rain from particular clouds
should be replaced by an example of an inference of rise of
water from the conjunction of water with heat.
(2) As regards the precedent or succeeding hetu, we
would like to point out that the non-causal type of these
two hetus can further be classified into two: (i) where the order
of succession is absolutely imaginary just as Monday follows
Sunday and (ii) where the order of succession represents some
real pheuornena in nature as day follows night or as spring
follows winter. The inference in the case of first type of
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succession, is analytic; whereas in the case of second type of
succession, the inference is based on experience. This difference
has not been noted so far to the best of my knowledge.
(3) All the examples of inferences from what is known as
are the examples of analytic statements. This
analyticity is sometimes based on linguistic analysis like inference of absence of certainty from doubt, and sometimes it is
based on inclusion of one class into another class like the i nference of tree from Sirizsapa. In the case of first inference, the
conditions of biconditional statement are available while they
are not available in the case of the second inference. This
distinction has also not been noted so far.

Vy4pakahetu,

(4) All cases of inferences based on cause-effect relationship according to our analysis, should be biconditional. This
would add to the precision of the science of logic in India. As
already noted, the smoke implies not only fire but fire in conjunction with wet fuel.
(5) In cases of inferences from non-causal cases of hetu
which are either precedent or successive, the inference of the
precedent from the successive is beyond the possibility of doubt
whereas the inference of successive from precedent is dependent
on our belief in the uniformity of the law of' nature. In case,
this law of nature is violated by some accident, the inference
could prove to be invalid.
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the nature of the necessity that is demanded."
-John
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History of Western Philosophy

(London,

'Only ignorance
makes us think that we can alter
the future, what will be, will be, and the future is as unalterably fixed as the past. That is why hope and fear are
condemned;
both depend upon viewing the future as
uncertain and therefore spring from lack of wisdom.'
~\9.
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There are, in fact, we may say, three selves in every
map. There is self that is revealed in occasional impulses
which we cannot quire subdue, the "sin" that, after all
dwelJetb in us. On the other har d, there is the permanent
character, the universe in which we habitually live. And
finally there is the true or rational
self, in which alone
we feel th at we can rest with satisfaction-c-the "Christ"
(to adopt the Pauline Metaphor]
that liveth in us, and in
whom we bope more and more to II bide. And, as it is
slid elsewhere, "his service is perfect freedom".
~".
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~~;;T~ Zimmer, pp. 267-68
" According to this 'hemper shirt' doctrine of
Oosala man's moral conduct is not without significance
",our words and deeds, that is to say, announce to our
selves ... and to the world every minute, just wbat milestone we have come to •••pious acts, then are not the
causes, bat the effects, they do not bring but they foretell release. "

13
SUPRA-MORAL

PLAN OF JAINA ETHICS

Ethics has been precisely defined 'as the study of what
is right or good in conduct.!
Thus the term 'ethics' came
closely to be associated with the term 'moral'.
But what may
be considered as a special contribution of Indian philosophy
in general and Jaina philosophy in particular, to the ethical
thought. is the supra-moral plan of life as the ultimate goal
or niscaya dharma in contradiction to the vyavahara dhai ma,
which implies the moral plan of life."
Our lives are beset with dilemmas of conflicts between
the self and others, pleasures and duty, freedom and necessity,
law and liberality. and circumstances and character." We
have to choose between the good and the bad, between the
subha and the asubha at every step. In the word of Aristotle,
the virtue and the pleasures are two beautiful damsels trying
to tempt human imagination each with their own charm.
Here one has to exert his will-power in favour of the good as
against the pleasure.
This is the path of virtue, the subhopayoga.
But this is not all, for which
1.

Mackenzie, John. S., A Manual

p.
2

3.
4.

a sadhaka
of Ethics,

aspires+

A

London, 1929,

!.

Cf. mcifTfl5l"aT f~:q<i<f<i: !l~Tfl5l"Cf:6lfCfifT~<f<i:-Amrtac'lndra
on Samayasara, 2
Muirhead, John H. The Elements of Ethics, p. 1
The meritorious action leads to wealth, wealth to pride,
pride to infatuation and infatuation to sin; let, therefore,
be no good actions for us.
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Paramarthaprakasa,
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aadhaka is an aspirant for liberation, a mumuksu.
Moksa is
not merely freedom from the bad, it is freedom from the good
also. The good and the bad are inter-related.
the one implies
the other.
Moral life is a life of choice, but supra-moral life
is a life of choicelessness."
Choice implies imperfection,
a
life of options, a life governed by motives; good motives engaging us in good activities and bad motives alluring us to the
sensuous life. This, however, does not mean that good actions
are always motivated by good intentions.
In fact, our activities can be classified under the following lour heads:
1.
2.
3.
4.

good actions motivated by unselfish end (punyanubandhi punya).
Good actions motivated by selfish ends (papanubandhi punya).
Bad actions motivated
by selfish ends (papanubandhipapa).
Bad actions motivated by unselfish ends (punyanubandhipapa),

But where do all these activities lead us to? Not, of
course, to emancipation
from mundane existencc.f
Even the
good activities motivated by unse-lfish ends are actuated by a
subtle form of attachm: nt. 7
Attachment and aversion arc got rid of not by actions,
good or bad, but by an inner awakening, by realising that we
are perfect, that happiness lies within us and does not come

5.

6.

7.

66; ~lTT~6:

l!!;~T?!!~)q-ll)lfllT:
~q-Cfcqollqt"H ifTqretiOff
Amrtacandra on Pravacanasara, 1.72
if ~ ~lTT"cr: ~llllqW[CfqcrfCflioff
Ibid., 1.77
'Even though one may be inclined towards the knowledge
of padarthas, and devotion of itrthankaras
and may have
interest in the scriptures and may observe self-control and
penance, yet nirvana is far away from him (without
self-realisation) .
«q-lfc~ fffiq-ll-( iijf~{f~~fu~ ~~n::)~~« I
~~Cf~ f~Qcr~ «i;flTCfcr«q-m~Hr " Paficastikaya, 170
Karttikeyanupreksa
defines vice as intense passion and
virtue as mild passion, Karl. GO

Supra-Moral

Plan of Jaina Ethics

from without.
One may bocome worse or better by vicious
or virtuous activities, but perfection is a far cry without selfrealiaation.P
Self-realisaiion means the fee1ing-realisation of the innate
blissfulness of the nature of the self. It is with this realisation, the samyagdarsana,
that a man is asked to withdraw
from all worldly activities.
Withdrawal from activities, without replacing them by an intense inner activity, would mean
a state of inertia which is much more than the life of activity.'
In fact, life does not tolerate a vacuum, we must replace
the mundane life by a spiritual life of diving deep into the
realm of self, or otherwise licentiousness would automatically
replace it. Vice and Virtue are, no doubt, shackles of iron
and gold respectively, and as such, both of them bind us to
the physical world.!" But a virtuous life is certainly to be
preferred to a vicious life.
It is better to attain worldly
pleasure by performance of virtue rather than inviting troubles by vicious life, for there is a great difference between one
who waits in the shade and the other who waits in the sun.l1
Thus we are to transcend, and not to track aside, the
good. Transcendental morality should be no excuse for total
obliteration of distinction, between vice and virtue.
The lofty
ideal of supra-moral plan of life should not check an ordinary
man from discharging his normal duties of life.12 But at the

8.
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Gf~sr~: q-~ <?ci,ifTsr~ai\i ifH'fill;
~PHaq-~~lf)~G: 51f\iq~lf\i)ll€rT1- I stopadesa, 3
For a man, engaged in worldly affairs, it is not possible
to remain absorbed in pure consciousness.
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Same time, there must be a clear understanding that all extroversion is a deviation from the path of liberation, a fall from
the pinnacle of detached conduct.P
Thus, both the virtuous life of transcendental morality
are complimentary to each other as the means and the end.
Pleasures, to which virtuous life leads, dwindle into insignificance before the ecstacies of self-consciousness, and yet are superior to miseries, to which a vicious life leads. Those very
pleasures, are however, condemnable as a hindrance rather
than an aid to the higher spir itual Iife.P A well-judged balance
between these two positions, the desirability of pleasure
through virtue and their condemnation in favour of a
higher spiritual life will lead to a correct estimate of moral
problems.
The Jainas elaborated this concept of morality in detail.
But Jainism is not an isolated system in this respect. The
Kathopanisad said "Brahman is beyond good and bad both.'"
In Buddhism, all acts, good or bad, are considered impure
from the pornt 01 view 01" meditation.P
The Yoga system
clearly mentions, that of all the lour types of activities, the
black, the white, the mixed, and the neither-black-nor-white,
it is the last type 01 activity, which is meditation, which leads
to liberation.le Even the Mimamsa system, which is the strongest votary of action, holds thai an absolute cessation of body,

13.

How an action, leading to bondage, can b called good
'fi~ ~ ~TR ~~ffi;;f ~~n: q-~~R -Samayabara
U5
Rare is a wise man who considers cven a virtue to be a
vice-;;rT

2;u~ fer q-r'3fCf"ll~~ ~T ~~ 'fiTfer ~~~
- Y ogasara, 71

14.

ail f.fFnil<r~~uifil "llqFCf=t"llTl'fFI; ~aeerT q-~fi';:n:CfiTf~~
-Brah. Pur., 2.5
~~fCf

15.

Radhakrishnan.

16.

Vyasa on Yogasiitra, 4.7

S., Indian Philosophy, Vol I, p.49
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which is the rnoksa, comes through the exhaustion of not only
bad actions but good actions also.t?
TilUS, this basic concept
of supra-moral
plan of life is
to be properly understood not only for a correct estimate of
Jaina view of life but also for understanding the Indian view
of life in its pea per perspective,
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THE JAINA VIEW REGARDING PREDOMINANCE
OF MIND OVER BODY
1. The U palisutta of Majjhimanikaya.l
while recording
a dialogue between a Jaina monk and Lord Buddha, makes a
significant statement.
It says that out of the three agencies of
actions and sin-the
body, speech and mind-the
most important according to the Jainas is the first viz. the body, whereas
the Buddhists hold the last viz. the mind to be most important.
T he stat cment given by an opponent as it is-needs
a careful
study in tile light of the stand taken by the Jainas in their
scriptures.
2. We find that the Jainas have given due importance
to mind.
While enumerating
the three agencies, the mind
is generally! given thc first place. The Utraradhyayana
while
speaking of the guptis and discipline gives first place to manogupti or discipline of mind; the vacogupti and kayagupti
occupy only the second and the third place.s The same order
is followed in 'J'hal).am4 and Miilacara.6
Even in the context
of dandas, it is only Upalisutta, mentioned
above, which
places kayadanda first; the Jaina scriptures like Thauam" or
Caritrasara 7 place manodanda first.
It is not only the first place from which the predominance of mind is to be inferred; it is said explicitly also in works
like Jnanan;tava that "we are purified by purification of mind
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Majjhimanikaya,
Pt. I (Ed Bhagwat, N.K.) Bombay, 1939.
For an exception see Sarvarthasiddhi,
Kashi, 1955, 104.
SBE Vol. XLV, New York, p. 169-170.
Thanarn, Ladnun, 1766. p. 16l.
Miilacara (Anataktrti Granthamala) V.S. -1906, Gatha
331.
Thanarn, p. 962
Caritrasara Mahaviraji, Vir Niy San 2488, 99.5.
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alone, without which anything is just a futile mortification of
body only."!
3. What is, then, the reason for the above misunderstanding by the Upalisutta ? It could be easily brushed aside
as a mere distortion of facts intentionally
done by one sect
to degrade its opponent sect. It does not, however, appearto be so. Let us take the following description of the Sfitrakrtanga regarding senseless beings like earth-bodies etc.
"Know this: though these beings have neither mind nor
speech, yet as they cause pain, grief, damages harm and
injury, they must be regarded as not abstaining from
causing pain. "2
Jacobi rightly entitles
the chapter, from which the
above passage is taken as 'an action is sinful though it be done
unconscious Iy.·
The fact that an action of body, even without any association of mind or speech, was considered to be sinful by the
Jainas may have led to the statement of the Upalisutta that
the Jainas consider the body to be the most important agent
of sinful activity and not the mind, as the Buddhists do.
4. The Jainas, however, accept that mental violence,
even without any physical expression, is also sinfuJ.1 Now,
this cannot be construed to mean that the Jainas hold mind to
be the most important
agent of sinful activity.
Similarly,
the above interpretation
of the Upalisutta
appears to bo
wrong.
5. The correct view would be that the Jainas hold mind,
and body as the agent of sinful activity even independent of
each other whereas the Buddhists hold mind independent of
body as source of sinful activity and not the body independent
of mind.
This gives predominance
to mind in the Buddhist
scheme of philosophy,
The Jainas, on the other hand, give
equal importance to mind and body.
6. The above view of the Jainas led them to preach
not only harnessing of mind, through internal austerity but
8.
9.
10.

JfianarI).ava, Bombay, 1907, 22.14.
SBE Vol. XLV, p. 404.
Ibid., p" 400-401.
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the harnessing of the body also through external austerity.
The Buddhists had a difference of opinion with the Jainas
regarding external penance, which concerns mainly with the
body.
7. The Jainas can be given the credit of understanding
the fact that it is not only the mind which controls the body,
the physical conditions control the mind also. Hence is the
equal necessity of controlling both of them even though a
physical control without mental control would be pseudodiscipline or dravya samyama.
Hence the priority given to
the mind-control (above 2).
8. It is not without relevance to mention in this respect
that out of all the systems of philosophy of India, it is perhaps
the Jain philosophy alone which accepts that the bondage is
not only mental (bhava) but physical (dravya).
It would not.
therefore, accept the general dictum that 'only mind is the
cause of bondage and liberation'. (IIii' ~Cf ~~
~
Gii"Cf-

;ft~):) though it will have no objection if 'only (~)
ced by 'also

(~f!f)' in the above dictum.

is repla-

This is, incidentally,

also in keeping with the general scheme of syad vada.

16
SOME OBSERVATIONS

ON BUDDHISTIC
JAINA

The points of similarity between the Buddhistic
Jaina views of life are so glaringly evident that one
to miss the distinction between the two which is
equally important, if not more, to understand them
proper perspective.
The attitude of Lord Buddha

AND

ETHICS
and the
is likely
perhaps
in their
for the

Jaina sadhus is reflected in the Upalisutta,
where he asks
Upali, a convert from Jainism to show the same respect for
Jaina sadhus as before conversion
Lord Buddha himself, is
said to have once led a life in which he remained naked,
took his food in the cavity of his hand and plucked out his
hair with his hands.!
Obviously, this resembles the Jaina
mode of living of a monk. In fact, Devasena, a Jaina author,
has said in his book Darsanasara that Lord Buddha was once
a disciple of J aina monk, Pihitasarva
In any case, what brought Jainism and Buddhism together was not only the similarity between the two but also
their common attitude towards Brahmanism.
They differed
from the orthodox Vedic religion inasmuch as they divorced
spiritualism from a social philosophy, with which the former
has intermingled it. This central
difference led to many
other differences.
The enthusiasm
of the Jainas and the
Buddhists for spiritual emancipation
of the individual made
them indifferent to the secular problems of society. They
rejected the life of worldly activity in favour of a life of peaceful comtemplation,
stressed on asceticism and held the overall
supremacy of a monk over a householder.s Being indifferent to
social problems, they remained indifferent to the caste syste m
1.
2.

Majjhimnikiiya, 1.2.2
Lalitavistara, 12.1-4
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as a social institution and opposed it as a ban on entering the
spiritual life. In the A~okavadana,
it is said that the caste is
to be taken into consideration in the context of marriage and
not in the context of spiritualism.
Avahaklile'tha vivahakale jateJ:t parlk~a na tu dharmakile/dharmakriyayiiril
hi gut;la nimitta gunasca jatim na vicarayantil/Somadeva
has summerised the whole position by
saying that those general customs of the society which are not
contrary to the spiritual code of morality should be followed
by the Jainas :
Sarva eva hi J ainanam prarnanam laukiko vidhihj'
yarra samyaktvahanirna
yatra na vratadiisanam/j!
It was on this basis that violence in the sacrifices was
condemned.t It would be interesting to note that the Jainas
today perform sacrifices on special occasions like that of installation of the image. Even the authority of the Vedas was
challenged by both of them because they teach violence. a
This emphasis on individualism led to the emphasis on
the dignity of an individual. An individual need not bow before any God, who, in fact, does not exist at all, The gods,
however, even though existing, bow before the power of a
spiritual personality.'
We need not seek any help from outside. "Thou art thy own friend and you yourself make an
effort," said Lord Mahavtra.!
"Lead a life, being a lamp
to yourselves", said Lord Buddha.t We are the architects of
our fate, no supra-human
power interferes.
It is through
intence human exertion that one has to seek emancipation
from the sufferings and miseries of life. It is this belief in the
efficacy of human exertion, from which, both, the Jainas and
the Buddhists derive their common name, sramana, which
comes from the root srama, to exert.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ya§astilakacampu, 8.34
Dtghanikaya, 1.5
Majjhimanikaya, 2.5.5
Dasavaikalika, 1.1
Aciiringasiitra,
Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XXII,

8.

Dtghanikaya,

p.276.
3.g.
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Lord Buddha gave the central theme of his ethics in the
first sermon at Saranatha, in which he dwelt upon the untold
miseries and sufferings of the world.
He declared:
"Birth is
misery; old age, decay, sickness, death, sorrow, grief, woe,
lamentation
and despair are miseries; not to get what one
desires is also misery.I" The Uttaradhyayana speaks in rather
a poetic tone. "All singing is but prattle, all dancing is but
mocking, all ornaments are but a burden, all pleasures produce
but pain."
In fact the pressure of the problem of misery was
already felt acutely in the Upanisads.
In the Chandogyopanisad, Narada is said to have approached Sanatkumara
with
the request, "0 Lord; I am in grief; lead me to the shore that
lies beyond grief."6
This attitude gave an ascetic tinge to the Sramanism as
well as the post-Buddhistic Brahmanism.
Here Buddha took
care to ask his followers to avoid extremes and follow the
middle
path, which balances self indulgence
and selfmortification
There are indications that Buddha was criticised
for allowing many enjoyments, which the public opinion at
that time did not consider proper for monks.I?
The ancient
commentators explain that the Siitrakrtanga also criticises
Buddhist mode of life as being too comfortable.P
The Jainas,
ho wever, distinguish the selves in the severest austerities.
In the beginning of his career Lord Buddha also performed
such austerities; but gave them up later on reali~ng that they
were not useful for enlightenment.
Even then, some of his
followers continued to practise such austerities under the name
of dhiitangas.12
In fact, we find traces of distinction between
those Bhikkhus who were hermits and loved solitary lives in
the woods and those who moved about in bands, frequenting
rest houses.P This distinction, later on, led to the schism in
the form of Hmayana, which laid more emphasis on the love
of solitude, and Mahayana, which laid more emphasis on the
universal compassion towards the suffering creatures.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Ailguttara Nikaya 3,02.10
Mahavagga, 1.39 and 1.49
Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XIV, p. 269
Samyuttanikaya, Vol. II, pp. 132-133
Eliott, Sir Charles, Hinduism and Buddhism,

p.242

Vol. I,
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In the history of Jainism, however, the penance has held
throughout an essential position in the scheme of ethics. The
Uttaradhyayana
says "As a large tank, when its supply of
water has been stopped gradually, dries up by the consumption of water and by evaporation, so the karmans of a monk,
which he has acquired in crores of births, is annihilated by
austerities."a
Non-violence is the most important
characteristic of
asceticism.
If suffering IS an evil, it is also an evil to inflict
suffering on others. So far, both the traditions of Srarnanism agree. But keeping with the general trend, the Jainas
went to the extreme in this case also. Buddha allowed pure
meat which is not seen, nor heard, nor supposed to be prepared,16 even though Devadatta, who was an advocate of
dhfitangas requested him to restrict admission to his order only
to vegetarians.
Though a controversy,
whether Mahavtra
allowed meat or not ii carried on by some scholars like
Pandita Sukhalala Samghavt, yet by and large the creed ot
non-violence in Jainism seems to be irreconcilable with flesheating.l'
But this seems to be rather a minor difference because
Lord Buddha alsu prohibited moving about of the monks-? in
the rainy season and cutting of even trees and grass-'' out of
regard for life, which shows that he was no less particular
about non-violence.
We should avoid inflicting ol misery on
others but are we under any obligation to alleviate the miseries
of others also? Santideva says that the world is just hke a body
the constituents of which ale like its limbs and the happiness
of the one part belongs to the whole:
hastadibhedena
bahuprakarah
kayo yathaikah paripalaniyal;! tatha jagad bhinnambhinnadul;!khasukhatmakarh sarvamidam tathaiva

14.
15.
16.
19.
A.8.

Uttaradhyayana, 30.5
Cullavagga, 1.5
Sukhalala, Darsana
aura
dai sana, pp. 7u-71
Mahavagga, ~.2.2
.Qlihanikaya, 1.6
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Of what use is the dry liberation, which dwindle. into
insignificance before the oceans of the ecstacies of the
creatures being freed ?
mucyamanesu sattvesu ye te prll:modyaslgaril,lj
taireva nanu paryaptarn moksenarasikena kim//
Obviously this trend became
more prominent in the
Mahayana school. The Bodhisattva's only wish is to do good
to others.P The Jainas
however,
emphasized
more the
negative precept of non-injury.
On a minute observation,
they realised that the idea of helping the helpless is neither
compatible with the high standards of detachment
and asceticism nor with the concept of absolute non-violence itself. Any
worldly help to a man would imply attachment on the side of
one who gives it and the propagation of mundane activities
on the side of one who receives it.!O It seems somewhat strange
why the Buddhists should not have criticized the Jainas
for holding such a restricted and negative view of non-violence
and why the Jainas should have spared the Buddhists for
allowing flesh eating, even though holding themselves to be the
votaries of non-violence.
The J aina view of non-violence led to an idea of supramoral plan of ethics. The moral plan of life, which is vyavahiira
dharma, admits of a distinction between the good and the bad.
But this is not the ultimate aim of ethics. The niScaya dharma
consists of transcending
the duality of good and bad. lhe
good and the bad, says Kundakunda carya, are both like the
shackles of gold and iron respectively, and as such, both of
them bind us to the physical world.sNo doubt that the
intermediatory path of morality is to be preferred to the path
of immoral practices, because as Piijyapiida says, is it not
better to wait in the cool shade rather than in the hot
sun ?!2
Lord Buddha must have also thought only slla or conduct
is insufficient as he has recommended
samiidhi also. In
19.
20.
21.

Jatakamala, 5.3
Cf Muni Nagaraja
Samayasara, 146

22.

I~,opadesa, 3

Ahimsa-paryaveksana,

pp. 29-32
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Buddhism also, all acts, whether good or bad are considered
impure from the point of view of meditation.P
Buddhism,
however, could never have gone to the extreme of considering
even the virtuous activities as a hindrance to liberation. The
Jainas
argued that the virtuous action leads to wealth,
wealth to pride, pride to infatuation and infatuation to sin
and, therefore, let there be no actions for us." It is to be noted
that this condemnation of virtue is connected with the condemnation of vice. The Jainas have included the vow of nonpossession in their moral vows, which the Buddhists have not,
even though they also prescribed a very limited number of
possessions for a monk-'three
robes, a girdle, an alms-bowl,
razor, a needle and a water strainer.
In Buddhism, the concept of supra-moral plan of life
seems to have degenerated in the form of Tantrik Buddhism.
It is true that 'we do not always understand the symbolical
language in which they were written'%I, yet any doctrine which
says that nirvana can be found in the blissful embrace of a
young girl;26 there can be no liberation, without a female
partners" and lust is crushed by lust28 is bound to be abused by
the common man. Thus the abstract idea of nirvana was
replaced, by the idea of mahasukha.P which led to a code of
morality which is sometimes diametrically
opposed to what
Lord Buddha himself taught.
We find a period of moral decadence in the history of
Jaina ethics also. In the commentary
on Nisttha (the name,
meaning 'night' syrr,bolically indicates its secret nature), we
find some striking examples of moral degeneration.
A monk,
for example, is allowed to use 'oil of swan' as a medicine,
which is prepared by the cruel method of piercing the body
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Radhakrishan, S., Indian Philosophy, Vol., I, p. 162
PUI.II.IeI.Iahoi vihavo vihavena mao maena mah moho
mah mohena ya avam ta punnan arnha ma hou.
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, XXVI, 1930,
p.128
Hevajra Tanh'a, pt. I, pp. 10, 96
Ibid., p. 94
Guhyasamaja Tantra, pp. 26·27
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of the swan, filling ita body with medicines and then boiling
it on oil.IO A monk is declared as pure even after he has
killed there lions to safeguard the samgha in a forest. Ii A monk
is asked by the acarya to kill the Brahrnanas
by magic,
because the king compelled the Jaina monks to touch the feet
of those Brahmanas." We have, on the other hand, the
attitude of equanimity of Parsva to Dharantndra and Kamajha
when the former tried to save him from the latter who tried
to kill him.
In the Brhatkalpabhasya,
we also find that a
senior monk tells lie to a junior monk about the water, which
though impure, is declared by him to be pure, because he
wants to take it.38
But the distinction between the attitude of the Jainas and
the Buddhists should not be overlooked.
The Jainas allowed
these practices only as an allowance for hkman weakness but
did not consider them as helpful
for liberation
whereas
the later Buddhists
recommended
such practices on the
ground of the theory that lust is crushed by lust and considered them to be a means to liberation.
Another point to be noted is the attitude of the Jainas
towards the relation of the metaphysics and ethics. Buddha
kept silence over so many metaphysical problems, which have
a close bearing on ethics. The nature of the atman and the
nirvana are the two main problems of this type. Such metaphysical queries are rejected by Lord Buddha as they do not
promote the moral well-being of the aspirant.
A wounded
man should not waste his time and energy in making worthless
enquiries about the caste and family etc. of the man who
wounded him and about the shape etc. of the arrow.S&
The
question about the nature of the liberated soul is a wilderness,
a desert, a puppet show and it does not encourage distaste for
the world, absence of passion, distance for the world, absence
29.
30.
31.
3i.
33.
8'.

Cf. Cittavisuddhi prakarana, 6, 19, 33
Ciirr:tikii on the Nisttha, gathii 348
Ibid., giitha 289
Ibid., gatha 287
Brhatkalpabhasya, Vol llI, 882
Majjhimanikaya,
2.2.3
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of passion, cessation of evil, knowledge, perfect enlightenment
or nirval)a.35 When Lord Buddha was compelled to explain
his silence over the question whether atman existed or not, he
replied that he wanted neither to side with those who held
atman to be eternal (sasvatavada) nor with those who believed
in nihilism (ucchedavadaw,
Similarly, though nirvana is mostly
described in negative termss", yet it is described sometimes as
a state of happiness also.ss
Jainism adopted the attitude of non-absolutism in such
matters by which the apparent contradiction of statements
would be logically explained. In fact, Samantabhadra's criticism of the doctrine holding the world and the self as absolutely
transitory is based on ethical grounds.
He says that all moral
distinction between the antithesis of bondage and liberation,
punya and papa, heaven and hell, pleasure and pain will be
blurred if we were not to accept that things are partly temporary and partly permanent.w
This silence of Lord Buddha
led to a greater schism in Buddhism, whereas a definiteness of
the Jaina attitude did not allow an evolution of the metaphysical ideas to any appreciable degree. It is important. to note
that Asoka, who showed great interest in the propagation of
Buddhistic ethics, did not speak of nirvana at all, though he
refers to the other world.
In any case, it is the unanimity on the ethical implications of the doctrine of karman which binds all the three great
Aryan religions of India viz.,
Brahmanism, Jainism and
Buddhism, in a common link. If it is true that as you sow so
shall you reap, the reverse of it is equally true. It was on
account of this similarity, that the older Brahmanism showed
a great receptivity to the new religion of the Jainas and the
Buddhists. A life of introversion and contemplation becomes
35.
3tL
37.
38.
39.

Majjhim., 2.3.2
Samyutanikaya, Anandasutta, 45.10
Majjhimanikaya, l.4.6
Ibid.,3.4.\j
Aptamimamsa,
40-H, Also Syadvadamafijar t, 35 and
Yuktyanusasana, 15 and 16
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as important for Hinduism as it was for Sramanism.
In the
Yogavasistha, Rarna says, "I am not Rama, my mind is not
attached to anything, I want to remain self-absorbed and calm
as Jina :
naham rarno na me vaficha vibhave na ca me manah/
santa asitumicchami svatmanrva jino yatha/ /"
Thus the birth of Jainism
tic cuh ure.

and Buddhism led to a synthe-

The basic difference, however, as already
indicated,
between Brahmanism and Jainism is that the latter divorced
spiritualism from social philosophy. As regards the Jainas and
the Buddhists, the former represent the extremists whereas the
latter were moderate in ethical principles.
In this discussion, it would not be out of place to mention
a strange phenomena.
All the Ttrthankaras
who preached
non-violence,
came from the Ksatriya
class, who were
warriors.
But today, their followers come only from the
business community, who are not only peace-loving but also of
compromising nature.
The utility of theory of passions, which the ascetic
religions teach, will have also to be reconsidered in the light of
the
modern
psychology which teaches their sublimation
rather than their suppression.
Similarly, when science and
socialism are engaged in making the whole of the society rich
and prosperous,
the glorification
of self-mortification and
poverty in the form of non-posse ssiveness will have also to be
reinterpreted.
It seems that Buddhistic ethics may prove to
be more helpful rather than Jaina ethics in this effort. But
non-absolutism may suit more for the modern times when we
like to be rational and not dogmatic in our thinking.

17
JAINISM

AND MODERN PROBLEMS

With the development of science and technology, the
world has changed rapidly during the last two centuries. It
is during these very two centuries that Prakrita and Sanskrit
ceased to be a natural medium or expression with theJaina,
as with the non.Jaina authors.
It is, therefore, but natural
that there is no direct mention of modern problems in
the Prakrita
Sanskrit literature
of the Jainas.
It would
however, be seen that the literature of the Jainas is not
without
relevance to modern times. It is true that the
severe austerities, with which Jainism is generally associated,
seem to be out-or-date, yet there are concepts, which are of
more basic and universal significance and which need to be
reviewed in the light of modern society.
An attempt has been made to analyse the causes of
modern problems.
It has been felt that the problems of
modern society arise out of either of the following causes:
1. Scarcity
~. Injustice
3. Ignorance
4. Selfishness
Scarcity :
Science tries to solve this problem in its own way by
inventing tools for increasing production, by improving means
of comforts and luxuries and by developing new means of
fighting against the furies of nature.
As far as science tries to solve this problem, we have
to welcome it. At the same time, we should concede that
there is an artificial scarcity created by indulgence into such
tendencies as hoarding and profiteering not only by individuals
but by the nations also. Some of the nations do have an
inclination for expansionism. Some of the nations make attempts for bringing smaller nations under their influence. The
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tendency to glorify a king who desires to conquer others'
territory is very old.
Thus the scarcity 0" natural resources became more acute
on account of the struggle for wealth and power.
It is on this
aspect of the: problem, that the literature of the ]ainas has a
great role to play. It teaches the motto of 'the lesser the
possessions the greater the happiness'.
One should not be a
slave of worldly objects. Possession is not so much of asset
as a liability.
A life of race for possessions is to be replaced by
a life of contem plation and contentment.
However rich a
society may be, an individual has to put some limitations on
his possessions. This dea of self-imposed austerity is not to
be confused either with a morbid sense of self-mortification
or with a life or inertia and inactivity.
Injustice:
The rule or the jungle prevai l- where justice fails. The
bigger fish swallows the smaller one. This is called matsyanyaya.
This injustice prevails in individual as well as social
and political life. As a result we have frustration in individual
life and revolution and war of social and political level.
At the individual level, Jainism brings us the hope of
justice in the form of doc: rine of karrnan.
The law of cause
and effect works automatically and is unfailing in the sphere of
ethics. We have, therefore, no reason to be frustrated.
Nor
can we escape the remit of wrongs done by us to others.
At the social level ]ainism teaches equality of all life.
Opposition to casteism and racialism has been one of the main
creeds of Jainism.
In h97 A.D. Jnasena
declared in clear
terms that mankind is one community "manusyajarirekaiva"
(Adipural)a, :~8-4:))
At the political level, ihc creed of non-violence has the
potentiality of wiping out the i nst it ution of war from the surface of earth.
It may be noted that with the advancement
of our capability to use deadly weapons, the world has to
choose between the total destruction and non-violence. No
other literature of the world has taught the virtue or nonviolence so elaborately as the .Taina literature.
Ignorance
Though the modern man is generally

well-informed,

hill
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problems seem to multiply rather than decrease.
Is it not an
indication of something basically wrong with our understanding of the problems?
Jainism teaches that all knowledge is relative and corelated and should be treated as such. Let us not assume the
attitude of finality about our knowledge.
Let us not think of
a particular problem in isolation. Let us not adopt one-sided
approach.
The attitude or Jainas is clearly laid down in an
old verse which says that one who knows one thing in every
respect, knows every thing in every respect, and one who
knows everything in every respect knows one thing in every
respect:
eko bhavah sarva tha yena jfiatal:l
sarve bhavah sarvatha ten a jfiatal)/
sarve bhavah sarvatha yena jiiata
eko bhavah sarvatha tena jnatal.1/ /
This thoery of relativity or knowledge IS perhaps the
most valuable contribution of the Jainas for the modern times.
In these days of specialization, we are more likely to forget the
totality of life and treat different aspects of our knowledge in
isolation,
All knowledge should be inclusive of other branches
of knowledge and not exclusive.
Selfishness

Selfishness cannot be overcome by mere moralisation but
by self-realisation.
Though all life is not one, as taught by
the Vedanta, yet all life is identical in nature. Any ill-feeling,
in fact, vitiates our moral structure first; it harms anybody else
afterwards.
To use an old simile of the Jaina literature, if
a man beats another with a hot rod of iron, he will burn his
own hands first before he can beat the other.
Self-realisation in Jainism means a clear concept of the
self as distinct from the matter.
Our baser instincts of
anger, pride, hypocrisy and greed are deeply rooted in a confusion between the self and the matter. which is termed as
non-self in Jainism.
Conclusion :
There is a human side to all problems.
It is here that
the Jaina thinkers are relevent, Science and technology cannot
help much in this. Here arises the need for philosophy. From
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this point of view it can be said that there is hardly any problem, for which the Jaina literature does not offer a solution.
It may however, be noted here that Jainas have always distinguished between the essentials of philosophy and the social
structure based on it while being rigid for the former, they
have adopted a liberal attitude towards the latter. The change
in the social structure, therefore, does not effect their basic
creed.
Somadeva in 959 A.D. made the position clear when
he declared that all such social customs, as are not in contradiction with the righteousness of the attitude or which do not
vitiate the cardinal moral virtues are to be observed by the
Jainas :
sarva eva hi J ainanam
pramano laukiko vidhihj
yatra samyaktvahanirna
yatra na vratadiisanam/ I
(1' 'asastilaka Camp ii, ~ .34)

18
SOME CHIEF CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JAIN
CONCEPT OF NON-VIOLENCE
Ahimsa-negation

of himsii :

Ahirnsa or non-violence is a negative word; it indicates
the negation of that which is unnatural (vibhtiva) as against that
which is natural (vibhiiva). It means that non-violence is the
negation of the unnatural and at the same time the affirmation
of that which is natural.
A question may be asked as to why a negative term has
been preferred to a positive term like love or compassion, if
both the negation of the unnatural and the affirmation of the
natural were intended to be connoted by a term? In fact, it
would have been more natural and appropriate to use a positive
term. We know that in other religions like Christianity and
Buddhism, positive terms like love and compassion have been
actually preferred.
The approach of Jainism in this respect is peculiar. It
asserts that we cannot speak of the positive aspect of love in
our present state of mental make-up.
We live a life, without
a taste of that of what is natural.
Unfamiliar as we are with
the positive term, we are likely to be misguided.
If we speak
of love, we can think of one form or the other of attachment
only. It was, therefore, thought fit by the Jaina thinkers to
speak in negative terms like non-violence or non-attachement
rather than using the positive terms like love and compassion,
though, they also occasionally use positive terms like affection
(vatsalya) or compassion (karu1}a). This emphasis on negative
terms, however, should never be taken to mean that the Jainas
conceived of non-violence as a void state of mind, where there
is no love.
Non-violence ... a natural instinct:
What do the Jainas mean when they speak of violence as
unnatural and non-violence as natural?
Let us take a gross
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example.
If one throws a man into the river, his action is
not natural.
We always presume that it should have some
immediate or distinct cause. If one, on the other hand, saves
another man from drowning into a river, we do require an
explanation for it. We presume that, if a man knows swimming
and sees another man drowning, he saves him even without any
previous familiarity with the drowning man. We, however, do
not presume that any man will push another man into river
without any previous enmity with him. It means that love or
non-violence is inherent in the nature of things. It would be
seen that this is a concept which is opposed to rheDarwanian
concept of survival of the fittest. That the bigger fish swallows
the smaller fish, is true of the physical world only, which
includes our bodies also. But inherent in our hearts is a
natural desire to help others and not to injure them.
Morality and non-violence:
The example which is given above by way of explanation
of naturalness or non-violence is indeed very gross. If we
analyse and go deep, we find that even such actions as those of
saving a drowning man are not without some ulterior motive.
These good acts are also a part of our habits which we have
acquired from the society in which we live. It means that
even such good acts are not, really speaking, natural to man;
they are results of impression (Sarhskaras) which we gather
from our surroundings.
While performing such acts, we are
motivated by such ideas as such and such actions are good and
that they will lead (0 good results in this life and life hereafter. Those actions are not the examples of real non-violence.
They may be spoken of as practical non-violence. IQ reality,
however, non-violence is not an act but an attitude.
This has
sometimes led to a wrong identification of non-violence with
inaction.
Moral acts are also reactions:
The fact is that all our actions are reactions to some
situation.
They are, therefore, not natural to us. If we place
a man in favourable circumstances, he acts rightly. But, if
we place the same person in adverse circumstances, the same
person acts wrongly. This person is a slave of circumstances.
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Even his good actions are not natural to him. They are reactions
to some outward circumstance.
Non-violence is as natural as
good smell of a flower. Flower emits good smell unmindful
of the fact, whether the smell is desirable to others or not and
whether those who receive it are grateful to him or not. It omits
smell equally to one who plucks and crushes it. Its good smell
is not conditional.
It is unconditional
and unmindful of its
surroundings.
The eternal law oj give-and-take: non-possessiveness
This non-violent man may appear to be mad or even
violent to a person, who is habituated of love in the world of
give-and-take.
This man may not react to some of our good
gestures and may hurt our feelings by making us think that he
is indifferent to us. But non-violence remains outside the circle
of give-and-take, which is sometimes spoken of as eternal rule

mfo 5I"foiJ~"

~1f: ~TO;;:

The world of give-and-take pre-supposes three things:
1. The giver who gives things
2. The things which are given
3. The recipient who receives.
Now this is based on the idea of possessiveness or ownership. I must possess things, before I can give them to anybody.
But this very idea of ownership is based on violence inasmuch
as one who possesses the thing becomes more important than
his possession. He predominates over his possession. But the
idea of pre-domination is essentially connected with violence.
The idea of non-violence is based on freedom, where none
pre-dominates over others. Thus the very basis of give-andtake, is possession which is against the concept of freedom,
essential for non-violence.
Inter-relations in the society and non-violence:
The idea of give-and-take is based not only on ownership,
but also on inter-relationship of one person with the other. Nonviolence, however, is the intrinsic nature of man. It is, therefore, not dependent even on the presence of the other, not to
speak of the action of others. To stretch example quoted
above a little further, the flower emits good smell equally not
only for its friend and foe but also when it is all alone and
there is none to receive its smell.
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It is clear from what has been said above that any
distinction between good and bad from the point of view of
non-violence, is not possible. It may imply that this philosophy obliterates distinction between good and bad and thereby
creates chaos in the society.
The fact is that this philosophy
is independent of society. When we dive deep, we find that
if we accept difference between good and bad, we cannot
remain neutral and are bound to become victims of attachment or aversion.
This provides sound philosophical basis for
neutrality.
Aneknntaonda : Neutrality in the field oj thought:
Another theory which provides a sound basis for neutrrality in the field of thought is anekantavada=-the
nonabsolutism.
Anekiinta says that no ism can claim absolute truth for
itself, and no ism can be condemned as absolutely wrong.
Every statement has an intermixture of right and wrong. We
have to adopt an attitude of neutrality towards two apparently
contradictory
statements.
It is not a case of indecisiveness
but a case of clear understanding of what is right and what
is wrong in a statement.
We would find that there is no
occasion for
dispute, if we look at things from this
angle.
Conclusion:
To conclude we find that the idea of non-violence 1D
Jainism is based on the following presumption :(I) Every man is basically non-violent.
(II) Non-violence falls outside the inter-relationship
of
one member of the society with the other member of
the society.
(III) The idea of inner relationship or ownership is incoherent with the idea of non-violence.
(IV) Any statement and every statement can be interpreted both ways rightly and wrongly. Wrong interpretation leads to violence, whereas right interpretation
removes all dispute.
Unfortunately these conceptions have been very much
misunderstood.
The concept of supra-morality,
for example,
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has been confused with immorality.
The independence of
non-violence has been interpreted as anti-social attitude, The
idea of non-possession has been condemned as impractical
without going into the fact that non-possession is an attitude
towards life and is not to be confused with the idea that we
should do away with the worldly objects.
The philosophy of non-absolutism
sented as scepticism and indecisiveness.
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